Submit by Email

Print Form

Customer name___________________________
Boat Brand______________Model_____Year____

Companionway Doors

Measuring Instructions - All doors are custom made, therefore you will need to print a copy
of this instruction sheet and Fax or Mail it, along with the order form and hatch board patterns to:
ZARCOR, 4400 Sunbelt Dr. Addison, TX 75001 - Fax 972-407-9096 972-380-8724 800-877-4797
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Instructions
We have made doors for hundreds of boats, and find that boat dimensions
vary, even for the same brand, model and year boats. Please provide us
with the following 3 informational requests. Note: see ordering side
(reverse) to learn what measurements are needed for your boat.
#1 - Place your hatch boards together on a piece of paper. Gift or wrapping
paper works fine. Trace the trapezoidal outline, with the weather side up.
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#2 - Make and record all required measurements as found on this sheet.
#3 - Email 5 or 6 digital pictures to halter@zarcor.com. The pictures we
request are: #1 a general overview of your companionway, #2 a close-up
of the bottom threshold, and #3 a close-up of the hatch board slot. Placing
a measuring rule in the pictures helps depict scale.

Summary
When ordering please provide the following
#1 - Paper outline of boards
#2 - Email pictures

#3 - Measurements 1-13 (this sheet)
#4 - ORDER FORM

Direct questions to halter@zarcor.com

972-380-8724
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The above depicts hatch boards inserted
into a continuous "U" channel as found on
Beneteau, Hunter, Jeanneau and other
boats.

